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Survival Phrases - Korean (Part 2)
Lessons 31-60

Survival Phrases - Korean (Part 2)

Stop! Before you go on...

Learn more Korean at KoreanClass101.com!

Get your FREE Lifetime Account at

www.KoreanClass101.com/survival2 now!

Learn twice as much, twice as fast with Survival

Phrases - Korean and KoreanClass101.com together!

In fact, most people who learn with Survival

Phrases - Korean continue studying Korean for

FREE at KoreanClass101.com.

It's FREE to join, and you'll get a special KoreanClass101.com member only training guide: 10
Best Ways to Learn Korean Fast.

So what are you waiting for?

Click here to get your FREE Lifetime Account in less than a minute!

Dear Valued Customer,

Start speaking Korean in minutes, and grasp the language, culture and customs in just minutes
more with Survival Phrases? Korean, a completely new way to master the basics of Korean!
Survival Phrases - Korean will have you speaking with proper pronunciation from the very first
lesson and arm you with cultural insight and other information to utterly shock and amaze your
friends travel companions and people you meet along the way.

In Survival Phrases - Korean (Part 2) you will master Korean and protocol for the following
situations:

http://www.survivalphrases.com
http://www.KoreanClass101.com/survival2
http://www.KoreanClass101.com/survival2
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★ Taking a taxi without being taken advantage of

★ Getting around and asking directions and understanding the answer!

★ Learning Korean using Korean and make lots of friends

★ Making the most of a hotel stay, and exploring alternatives to the beaten path

★ Visiting the Post Office and mailing thing home

★ Phone cards and phone rentals, don't travel without this!

★ Critical phrases for vegetarians and allergy suffers!

★ Talking to the doctor and explaining symptoms correctly

★ Getting the right medicine

★ Expressing yourself with adjectives and being understood

★ Home visits and proper protocol that will "wow" hosts

★ Getting help, this lesson may be the most useful phrase you ever learn

Be sure to read the lessons for additional tips and information that will make learning Korean and
Korean culture even more interesting.

Best regards,

Survival Phrases - Korean -

p.s. Don't miss out! Go to KoreanClass101.com/survival2 and sign up for your free lifetime
account and keep learning Korean.

p.p.s. Survival Phrases for all your travel needs! Survival Phrases is available in more than 14
languages. The perfect series for mastering the basics. Visit SurvivalPhrases.com to learn more
about our languages.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
http://www.KoreanClass101.com/survival2
http://www.survivalphrases.com/
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Lesson 31: Please Take My Picture
사진 찍어 주세요 (sajin jjikeo juseyo)

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson we’ll introduce a phrase that is certain to come in handy for capturing your
memories on film. Korea is full of beautiful scenery, and there are times when you’ll want to be
in the picture or have everyone in your party in the picture. Therefore, there are times when the
phrase, “Please take my/our picture” will be invaluable!

The phrase "Please take my picture" in Korean is "sajin jjikeo juseyo" (사진 찍어 주세요). The
first word is "sajin" (사진). This word means "picture," or "photograph." The next word is "jjikeo"
(찍어). This word literally means "print," or "stamp." But in this context it gives off the impression
of snapping a picture. It's the verb used when taking a picture. Last is the, oh so important,
"juseyo" (주세요). This is generally interpreted as "please." Altogether the phrase is "sajin jjikeo
juseyo," which literally means "picture, snap, please." This can be translated as "Please take a
picture for me." "For me" is inferred here because "juseyo" requests a favor from someone.

Now in English, before someone takes a picture, the person taking the picture may say, “1, 2, 3...
Cheese.” In Korean before a picture is taken, the person taking the picture may say "hana, dul,
set... kimchi" (하나, 둘, 셋… 김치). It may be a little cliche, but it is used every so often. "One,
two, three" in Korean is "hana, dul, set" (하나, 둘, 셋). The last part of the phrase is "kimchi"
(김치).

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
사진 찍어 주세요. sajin jjikeo juseyo. Please take my/our picture.
하나, 둘, 셋... 김치. hana, dul, set... kimchi. One, two, three... cheese

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
사진. sajin. Picture.
찍다 (찍어). jjikda (jjikeo). To print, to stamp (to take a

picture, or snap a photo).
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). To give (please).
하나. hana. One.
둘. dul. Two.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Hangul Romanized English
셋. set. Three.
김치. kimchi. Kimchi.

QUICK TIP

In Korea, there are these booths that can take pictures of you and your friends. These are much
like passport photo booths. But unlike the passport photo booths, these booths can take pictures
that also double as stickers. In addition to that, they can include decorations, backdrops, and
themes in your pictures. First, insert some money (just like an arcade game). After you enter the
booth, you'll be greeted with options for pictures. You can choose themes such as a haunted
house, or space travel, just to name a few. Then the pictures are taken. After the pictures are
taken, you are given more options. You can draw onto your picture with a variety things. After all
is done, you simply need to wait for it to print.

The cost of these pictures start from around 5,000 won.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 32: May I Take Your Picture?
사진 짝어도 돼요? (sajin jjikeo-do dwaeyo?)

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson we’ll introduce a question related to “Can you take our/my picture?” which in
Korean is "sajin jjikeo juseyo" (사진 찍어 주세요). This phrase asks someone to take a picture
for you, or of you. But there are cases when you may want to take a picture of someone or with
someone, but before doing so, you’d like to ask for permission.

In Korean “May I take your picture?” is "sajin jjikeo-do dwaeyo" (사진 찍어도 돼요?). The first
word is "sajin" (사진), which means picture. This is followed by "jjikeo" (찍어), which in English
is to take or snap a picture. So to recap so far, we have "sajin, jjikeo" (사진 찍어), which literally
means "picture, take" or "picture, snap." The last part of the phrase is "do dweyo" (도 돼요),
which means “may I.” "Do dwaeyo" is a grammatical structure used when asking someone for
permission. So all together the phrase is "sajin jjikeo-do dweyo" (사진 찍어도 돼요). Literally the
phrase is "picture, take, may I." In English this would be, "May I take your picture."

Now let’s take that last phrase and step it up a notch. By adding one word you can ask someone
if you can take a picture together. The phrase once again is "sajin jjikeo-do dwaeyo?" (사진
찍어도 돼요?). Now to slightly alter the phrase. To do this, we can insert the word "together,"
which in Korean is "gati" (같이). If we add "together," or "gati" to the front of the phrase we just
learned, it changes the meaning of the phrase. Instead of "May I take your picture?" the phrase
now means "May I/we take a picture with you?" The phrase we would have here is "gati sajin
jjikeo-do dwaeyo?" (같이 사진 찍어도 돼요?). Literally the phrase here is "together, picture, take,
may I?" This phrase is interpreted as "May I take a picture with you?" or "May I/we take a picture
together with you?"

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
사진 찍어도 돼요? sajin jjikeo-do dwaeyo? May I take your picture? May I

take a picture of you?
같이 사진 찍어도 돼요? gati sajin jjikeo-do dwaeyo? May I/we take a picture with

you?

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
사진. sajin. Picture.
찍다 (찍어). jjikda (jjikeo). To take a picture (snap, print,

stamp)
~도 되다 (~도 돼요) ~do dwaeda (~do dwaeyo) May I ~
같이. gati. Together.

QUICK TIP

As mentioned in the mp3, picture culture in Korea is based on cuteness. The "peace signs" are
omnipresent in pictures. In addition, sticker picture booths provide you with graphics to pretty up
your pictures. However, a good number of Koreans don't need a sticker booth to enhance their
pictures. Many Koreans are amateur Adobe Photoshop operators. Many people are very adept
at altering their own pictures to make each and every picture look as good as possible. Many
people take their amateur skills and turn it into a profession. Graphic design work is a popular
next step for many amateur Korean photo croppers.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 33: How Do I Say This in Korean?
한국말로 어떻게 말해요? (hangukmal-lo eotteoke
malhaeyo?)

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson we’ll introduce you to a phrase that will provide you with the tools to learn from
the people around. Now, a dictionary is a great idea, but don’t forget that you can use Korean to
learn in a more fun and interactive way.

In Korean “How do you say it in Korean?” is "hangukmal-lo eotteoke malhaeyo" (한국말로 어떻게
말해요?). The first word "hangukmal" (한국말) means "Korean," as in the Korean language. This
is followed by "-lo" (로). "Lo" is a particle which can be loosely translated as "in." What we have
so far is "hangukmal-lo" (한국말로), which can be translated as "in Korean." The next part of the
phrase is "eotteoke" (어떻게). This means "how." And lastly we have "malhaeyo" (말해요), which
means "to say," or "to speak." Literally the phrase "hangukmal-lo eotteoke malhaeyo" means
"Korean, in, how, say." This can be translated as "How do you say it in Korean?"

Now the most rudimentary way to ask this question is to say this phrase with the word "this." The
word for "this" in Korean is "igeo" (이거). Simply place "this" in front of the phrase "How do you
say I say it in Korean?" The phrase we now have is "igeo hangukmal-lo eotteoke malhaeyo?"
(이거 한국말로 어떻게 말해요?). This phrase literally means "this, Korean, in, how, say." This is
translated as "How do you say this in Korean?"

Now if there's a specific English word you want to know, you can simply replace "this" or "igeo,"
with the English word you want to know. For example if we wanted to know the word "water," we
can simply say "'Water' hangukmal-lo eotteoke malhaeyo?" ('Water' 한국말로 어떻게 말해요?).
This is literally "water, Korean, in, how, say?" This is translated as "How do you say 'water' in
Korean?"

Remember, what you want to know comes in front of the phrase.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
한국말로 어떻게 말해요? hangukmal-lo eotteoke

malhaeyo.
How do you say it in Korean?

이거 한국말로 어떻게 말해
요?

igeo hangukmal-lo eotteoke
malhaeyo.

How do you say this in
Korean?

'Water' 한국말로 어떻게 말해
요?

'Water' hangukmal-lo
eotteoke malhaeyo.

How do you say 'water' in
Korean?

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Hangul Romanized English

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
한국말. hangukmal. Korean.
-로. -lo. In (particle).
어떻게. eotteoke. How.
말하다 (말해요). malhada (malhaeyo). To say, to speak.
이거. igeo. This.

QUICK TIP

As stated many times before, Korea is a group centered society. And as strangers aren't a
part of anyone's inner circle, breaking that circle is hard for many Koreans to do. As a result,
conversations among strangers are not very common. It's difficult for Koreans to talk to strangers
as they simply are not used to it. In addition, many Koreans are shy. Which may make it a bit
intimidating to use this question.

But being a foreigner may score you some points. Speaking with foreigners are quite rare in
Korea, so many people jump at the opportunity to speak with foreigners. Some foreigners even
get stopped in the streets for some casual conversation (an extremely rare act among Koreans!).

Experiences will vary greatly. You'll come across unbelievably friendly Koreans, as well as a few
extremely shy and reserved Koreans. It all depends on where you go and who you meet.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 34: Write it Down, please.
써 주세요 (sseo juseyo)

LESSON NOTES

Writing something down is one of the best ways to preserve someone's learning experience.
That's why in today's lesson, we'll go over how to ask someone to write something down for you.

In Korean, please write it down is "sseo juseyo" (써 주세요). The first word of the phrase is "sseo"
(써). This means write. This word is very similar to the word "stand" in pronunciation. The word
for "stand" is "seo" (서). The word for "write" is "sseo" (써). The difference between the two words
is difficult to hear for the untrained ear. And the ability to make the different sounds takes a bit of
practice.

The last part of the phrase is "juseyo" (주세요), which means "give," or in this context, "please."

Now this may not be useful for someone who doesn't know how to read Hangul yet. So to cover
a little more ground, we can ask someone to write it down in the Roman alphabet. This in Korean
would be "yeongeo bareum-daero sseo juseyo" (영어 바름대로 써 주세요). The first part of the
phrase is "yeongeo" (영어). This means "English." What follows that is "bareum" (바름), which
means "pronunciation." What follows immediately after that is "-daero" (-대로), which is a particle.
This particle translates into something along the lines of "in the way of." And lastly we have the
phrase we covered in the first half of the lesson, "sseo juseyo," which means "write, please."
Altogether the phrase we have is "English, pronunciation, way, write, please." This is translated
as "Please write it down in English."

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
써 주세요. sseo juseyo. Write it down, please.
영어 바름대로 써 주세요. yeongeo bareumdaero sseo

juseyo.
Please write it down in
English.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
쓰다 (써). sseuda (sseo). To write.
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). To give, (please).
영어. yeongeo. English.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Hangul Romanized English
바름. bareum. Pronunciation.
-대로. -daero. As, like (particle).

QUICK TIP

Korean, at first, may seem like a very confusing language to read. There are 10 vowels, and they
all seemingly look the same (here are the 10 vowels: ㅏ, ㅑ, ㅓ, ㅕ, ㅗ, ㅛ, ㅜ, ㅠ, ㅡ, ㅣ) They
are all a straight line with one, two, or no lines coming out from them. This is probably the biggest
hump to get over. Each of the consonants are, generally speaking, unique-looking.

Korean is organized into syllabic blocks. So when you read one block, it'll be one syllable. And
because of this, most of the time you can break words or phrases down by syllable. The only
requirements for a syllabic block is one consonant and one vowel. That's why reading Korean
becomes easy for so many people.

In middle school, a friend and I were bored in class. So for the advancement of the Korean
language (and to pass the time), I taught him how to read Korean. It took him maybe about 2 or 3
class periods to learn, but he got the basics of it down after a day. To this day he still remembers
how to read Korean. A little story of inspiration for all you.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 35: How Do You Read This?
이거 어떻게 읽어요? (igeo eotteoke ilgeoyo?)

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson we’ll introduce you to another phrase that will provide you with another tool
to learn from the people around. Today were going to work on improving our reading and
pronunciation. When you come across a word you can’t read, you can use this phrase to get your
answer!

In Korean “How do you read this?” is "igeo eotteoke ilgeoyo?" (이거 어떻게 읽어요?). The first
word "igeo" (이거) means "this." This is followed by "eotteoke" (어떻게), which in English is
"how." The last part we have here is "ilgeoyo" (읽어요). This word means "read." Literally the
phrase means "this, how, read." This can be interpreted as "How do you read this?"

Once you get the reading, you can follow this up with, “What does it mean?”

In Korean “What does it mean?” is "museun tteusieyo"(무슨 뜻이에요). The first word "museun"
means "what kind (of)." This is followed by "tteut," which in English is "meaning." Lastly we have
"ieyo" which is basically equivalent to the English verb "to be." Literally the phrase we have here
is "what kind, meaning, is." This can be interpreted as "What does it mean?"

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
이거 어떻게 읽어요? igeo eotteoke ilgeoyo? How do you read this?
무슨 뜻이에요? museun ddeusieyo. What does it mean?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
이거. igeo. This.
어떻게. eotteoke. How.
읽다 (읽어요). ilkda (ilgeoyo). To read.
무슨. museun. What kind (of).
뜻. ddeut. Meaning.
이다 (이에요). ida (ieyo). To be.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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QUICK TIP

If you know how to read Korean, it won't be too difficult to sound out words. I've seen many
people who aren't Korean, sing along at a 'noraebang' (Korean style karaoke), without knowing
the meaning of any of the words. This is because reading Korean is fairly easy to learn.

But if one wants to master Korean, one of the biggest humps to get over is learning the
pronunciation changes. This occurs when the sound value of a consonant from one syllabic
block carries over to the next. There are tons of combinations, and getting them all write can
only be mastered with time. This will be intimidating, but all the phonetic changes make sense
linguistically. It simply takes time to get used to these changes.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 36: How Do You Eat This?
이거 어떻게 먹어요? (igeo eotteoke meokeoyo?)

LESSON NOTES

In Korea there's tons of delicious food. Dishes like galbi and bibimbab are well known, even in
other countries. But the way Koreans eat these dishes may be not be so well known. There are
dishes like "jjigae" (찌개) which are communal dishes. There is "maeuntang" (매운탕) which is a
dish thats served with left over raw fish. There's a number of different dishes that have their own
eating methods. And in this regard, learning how to ask "How do you eat this?" will prove to be
extraordinarily useful.

"How do you eat this?" in Korean is "igeo eotteoke meokeoyo?" (이거 어떻게 먹어요?). The first
word of the phrase, "igeo" (이거), means "this." What follows "this" is "eotteoke" (어떻게). This
word means "how." And the last part of the phrase is "meokeoyo" (먹어요). This word means
"eat." Altogether the phrase literally means "this, how, eat." This is understood as "How do you
eat this?"

Now as this phrase only pertains to food, let's alter the phrase a little bit so we can ask a more
general question. Let's say you're taking a taekwondo lesson, maybe you're making lotus flower
lamps at a temple, maybe you're trying to pick up some traditional Korean instruments. In any of
these cases the phrase "How do you do this?" would prove useful.

The phrase "How do you do this?" in Korean is "igeo eotteoke haeyo?" (이거 어떻게 해요?).
Once again the first word, "igeo," means "this." The word following that is "eotteoke" which is
the same "how." The last part is "haeyo" (해요). This means "to do." Altogether the phrase is
"igeo eotteoke haeyo?" Literally this means "this, how, do." This is interpreted as "How do you do
this?"

Notice how the only difference between the two phrases is the last part of the phrase. The two
phrases are "igeo eotteoke meokeoyo" and "igeo eotteoke haeyo." The only thing that changes is
"meokeoyo" (먹어요) and "haeyo" (해요). The words that changed are the words "eat" and "do."

One of the craziest things I've ever seen was when I was in Korea. I went to a restaurant with
some family friends. Everything was ordered by my mother's friend, so we had no idea what
we were in for. The night was good, talking, drinking, eating, and all around general merriness.
And that's when it came. On a plate was a live octopus. Eating live octopus supposedly provides
stamina and strength. I didn't actually have it, but I'll give it a shot if I get a chance next time. And
then I'll definitely use the phrase "igeo eotteoke meokeoyo?"
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
이거 어떻게 먹어요? igeo eotteoke meokeoyo? How do you eat this?
이거 어떻게 해요? igeo eotteoke haeyo? How do you do this?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
이거. igeo. This.
어떻게. eotteoke. How.
먹다 (먹어요). meokda (meokeoyo). To eat.
하다 (해요). hada (haeyo). To do.

QUICK TIP

As many dishes in Korea are communal, it may not sound so appetizing for five or six people to
"double dip" their spoons into a single pot of stew several times throughout the night. But this
is actually very common in Korea. People share food all the time, and the Western concept of
one dish per person is the total opposite approach that traditional Korean food takes. Traditional
Korean food usually has one or two main dishes. And in addition to these main dishes are many
different side dishes. As this is the case with traditional Korean meals, there can be as many
as 15 different dishes on the table. And all of these dishes are communal. The only thing that is
solely an individual's, is the bowl of rice. Everything else is shared.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 37: Spicy or Not Spicy
안 맵게 해 주세요 (an maepge hae juseyo)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll go over all the phrases you need to alter a dish to be suited to your taste
buds. Some people can't live without spiciness, some people would rather deal without it. So for
our first phrase, we'll go over how to ask if something is spicy.

If you're at a restaurant and see something that looks appetizing, a good way to make sure it fits
or doesn't fit into your general likes and dislikes is to ask "Is this spicy?" This phrase in Korean
would be "igeo maewoyo?" (이거 매워요?). The first half of the phrase is "igeo" (이거), which
means "this." After that comes "maewoyo" (매워요), which means "spicy." This phrase literally
means "this, spicy." This is translated as "Is this spicy?"

After you find out if it's spicy or not, we can ask the staff to adjust the flavor. To say "Don't make it
spicy, please" we can use the phrase "an maepge haejuseyo" (안 맵게해 주세요). The first word
of the phrase is "an" (안). This word means "not." What comes after that is the adverbial form of
the word spicy. That word is "maepge" (맵게). After that we have "hae" (해), which means "do,"
but in this context can mean "make." And lastly we have "juseyo" (주세요). This word can be
translated as "please." Altogether the phrase is "an maepge haejuseyo" (안 맵게 해 주세요). This
is literally "not, spicy, make, please." This can be translated as "Don't make it spicy, please."

If you think the dish would be too bland without spices, but don't think you can handle the
original dish, we can ask to make it a little spicy. To say "Make it a little spicy, please" we can
say "jogeum maepge hae juseyo" (조금 맵게 해 주세요). This phrase is almost the same as the
phrase "Don't make it spicy, please." Only one word has changed. Instead of "an" (안), which
means "not," the phrase now uses "jogeum" (조금), which means "little." The rest of the phrase
stays the same. So the phrase we now have is "jogeum maepge hae juseyo" (조금 맵게 해
주세요). This literally means "little, spicy, make, please" and can be translated as "Make it a little
spicy, please."

Lastly, if you're traveling because you love adventure, we have a phrase that'll take your mouth
on a trip! That phrase is "aju maepge hae juseyo" (아주 맵게 해주세요), which means "Make
it extremely spicy, please." Here we're using the same phrase; we just replaced "an" (not) and
"jogeum" (little). For this phrase, we're using "aju" (아주), which means "extremely." So the
phrase we have here is "aju maepge haejuseyo" (아주 맵게 해 주세요). Literally, this means
"extremely, spicy, make, please." This is understood as "Make it extremely spicy, please."
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
이거 매워요? igeo maewoyo? Is this spicy?
안 맵게 해 주세요. an maepge hae juseyo. Don't make it spicy, please.
조금 맵게 해 주세요. jogeum maepge hae juseyo. Make it a little spicy, please.
아주 맵게 해 주세요. aju maepge hae juseyo. Make it extremely spicy,

please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
이거. igeo. This.
맵다 (매워/맵게). maepda (maewo/maepge). To be spicy.
안. an. Not.
하다 (해). hada (hae). To do (to make).
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). To give (please).
조금. jogeum. Little.
아주. aju. Extremely.

QUICK TIP

Most spicy Korean dishes are in the form of a "jjigae" (찌개). "Jjigae" is roughly equivalent to a
Western stew. Much like Western stews there are many "chunks" and "pieces" inside. These
"chunks" and "pieces" differ according to the type of "jjigae." Almost all types of "jjigae"are
seasoned with chili pepper.

The creation of a very popular "jjigae," called "budae jjigae," was directly influenced by
Americans. This "jjigae" has spam, sausages, ramyun noodles, kimchi, and anything and
everything. This "jjigae" was concocted around the time of the Korean war. Korea at the time
was still a third world country, and meat was tough to come by. Whenever Americans shared
their spam with their Korean allies, the Korean soldiers would add it to their "jjigae" to add some
rare meat to a popular Korean dish. "Budae jjigae" was not part of the armistice treaty, and as a
result, has survived the Korean war. "Budae jjigae" is still very popular among Koreans today.
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Lesson 38: Hotels
체크인 하고 싶어요 (chekeuin hago sipeoyo)

LESSON NOTES

When you're traveling in Korea and you have your hotel booked, you may not be so lucky. There
may not be any English-speaking staff! So the phrase "chekeuin hago sipeoyo" (체크인 하고
싶어요) will prove invaluable. This phrase means "I want to check-in."

The first word of this phrase is "chekeuin" (체크인). This word means "check-in." This is the
English word, but it is just Koreanized. The latter part of the phrase is "hago sipeoyo" (하고
싶어요). This means "want to." So altogether the phrase literally means "check-in, want to." This
is translated as "I want to check-in."

The phrase "I want to check-out" is very similar to our last phrase. That phrase is "chekeuaut
hago sipeoyo" (체크아웃 하고 싶어요). We just took the last phrase, and replaced "chekeuin"
(체크인) with "chekeuaut" (체크아웃), which is the Koreanized version of the English word
"check-out." And the latter part of the sentence "hago sipeoyo" (하고 싶어요), again, means
"want to."

Now if you need a key we can say the phrase "yeolsoe juseyo" (열쇠 주세요). The first part of
the phrase is "yeolsoe" (열쇠). This means key. The latter part of the phrase is "juseyo" (주세요),
which means please. So altogether the phrase literally means "key, please."

Now in Korea there may be times when you're traveling and the transportation closes. Maybe
you lost your way and you don't have any place to go. Maybe you're in the rural country-side
and you don't have the courage to knock on someone's door to ask someone if you can stay.
But maybe you can gather the courage to ask where a guest house is. Or in Korean "yeogwon"
(여권).

In case you want to go to a guest house, the phrase "yeogi yeogwon isseoyo?" (여기 여권
있어요?) may prove useful. This phrase means is there a guest house around here?

The first word is "yeogi" (여기), which means here. The next is "yeogwon" (여권). This means
guest house. And last is "isseoyo" (있어요) This means to exist, or when translated, is. So
literally the phrase is here, "guesthouse, is" This can be translated as "Is there a guest house
around here?"

Now a Korean style guest house will provide you with all that comes with a hotel. A room, a
shower, and sometimes a bed. Sometimes you may get a mat to sleep on, and traditional Korean
style blankets and all that good stuff. But you may also get a heart shaped bed. This is because a
"yeogwon" (여권) can double as love-hotel. It's just a cheap place for... lover's to stay.
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But when I say cheap, I mean... cheap! I stayed at a "yeogwon" (여권) in Busan for 3 nights. And
I ended up paying around 30,000 won. Which is roughly equivalent to $30 american dollars. So if
you're strapped for cash, "yeogwon" (여권) is the way to go!

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
체크인 하고 싶어요. chekeuin hago sipeoyo. I want to check-in.
체크아웃 하고 싶어요. chekeuaut hago sipeoyo. I want to check-out.
열쇠 주세요. yeolsoe juseyo. Please give me a key.
여기 여권 있어요? yeogi yeogwon isseoyo? Is there a guest-house around

here?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
체크인. chekeuin. Check-in.
체크아웃. chekeuaut Check-out.
하고 싶다 (하고싶어요). hago sipda (hago sipeoyo). I want to.
열쇠. yeolsoe. Key.
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). To give (please).
여기. yeogi. Here.
여권. yeogwon. Guest-house.
있다 (있어요). itda (isseoyo). To exist (is).

QUICK TIP

Yeogwon (여권) is a cheap and very affordable place to stay in Korea. Every town and city in
Korea has these. But they aren't exactly the cleanest places to stay. And some people may
actually try to con you out of your money.

My experience with a "yeogwon" (여권) was not the greatest. The lady running the guest-house
told us when we were checking out, that we needed to pay some extra money, for unspecified
reasons. We politely refused, and went on our way. But she followed us and kept threatening to
call the police if we didn't pay up. So I told her to do just that, but she was full of empty threats.
I ended up getting into an argument with her, and I guess I ended up winning because she had
conceded and decided not to call the police.

So when in Korea, be careful of shady guest-house owners!

QUICK TIP 2

Also, when in a guest-house in Korea, be sure to not leave valuables in your room. The owners
will go in to clean, but just like in any country, you can't trust everybody. So be sure to bring your
valuables along with you when you leave your room.
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Lesson 39: Post Office 1
이거 뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어요 (igeo nyuyok-euro
bonaego sipeoyo)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we're going to take a trip to the post office. Now the post office in Korea can be
a well lit, well organized place, or it can be the wild wild west, depending on where you go. So in
order to try to be as efficient as possible, we're going to work on getting your postcards, letters
and packages home. The expression to accomplish this is "I'd like to send this to" and then the
desired country. For today's lesson we'll use New York.

In Korean ”I'd like to send this to New York” is "igeo nyuyok-euro bonaego sipeoyo" (이거
뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어요). The first word "igeo " (이거) means "this." This is followed by "nyuyok"
(뉴욕), which in Korean is "New York." Next we have a particle. This is "euro" (으로), which
means "to." And then we have the word "bonae" (보내), which means "send." Lastly, we have
"gosipeoyo" (고 싶어요), which means "want to." So all together we have "이거 뉴욕으로 보내고
싶어요" (igeo nyuyok-euro bonaego sipeoyo). Literally this means "this, New York, to, send, want
to." This is translated as "I want to send this to New York."

Now we can build this up a bit and add specific words for things we want to send. To say "I want
to send this postcard to New York" we can say "iyeopseo nyuyokeuro bonaego sipeoyo" (이 엽서
뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어요). This phrase is almost identical to our first phrase. In our first phrase
we had "igeo" (이거), which means "this." In our new phrase we have "iyeopseo" (이엽서), which
means "this postcard." The first part, "i" (이), is taken from"igeo" (이거), the word for "this." Then
it's added to "yeopseo" (엽서), which is the word for postcard. So we can place "iyeopseo" in the
phrase to be a little more specific.

And we can do this with many other items as well. We can take out the word "igeo" (이거) and
add in "i" (이) and then add something else. For other items we can say "pyeonji" (편지), which is
the word for "letter." So the word would be "ipyeonji" (이편지). This means "this letter." Inserted
into the phrase, its "ipyeonji nyuyok-euro bonaego sipeoyo" (이편지 뉴욕으로 보내 고싶어요).
This phrase means "I want to send this letter to New York."

And lastly we can send a package. Or more specifically, "this package," which in Korean is
"isopo" (이소포). Here we can insert it into the phrase to say "I want to send this package to New
York." That phrase is "isopo nyuyokeuro bonaego sipeoyo" (이소포 뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어요).
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
이거 뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어요. igeo nyuyokeuro bonaego

sipseoyo.
I want to send this to New
York.

이엽서 뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어
요.

iyeobseo nyuyokeuro
bonaego sipseoyo.

I want to send this postcard to
New York.

이편지 뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어
요.

ipyeonji nyuyokeuro bonaego
sipseoyo.

I want to send this letter to
New York.

이소포 뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어
요.

isopo nyuyokeuro bonaego
sipseoyo.

I want to send this package to
New York.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
이거. igeo. This.
뉴욕. nyuyok. New York.
보내다 (보내). bonaeda (bonae). To send.
엽서. yeopseo. Postcard.
편지. pyeonji. Letter.
소포. sopo. Package.

QUICK TIP

When I first arrived in Korea, I didn't actually know much about the post office or banks. Many
times I would be waiting on a line that didn't exist. The reason this happened was because
I didn't realize there was a ticket number system. It was about a month in the country that I
realized that most public service places (banks, post offices, immigration office, etc.) have a
ticket number system. So when you're in a place of business and just waiting around, with
nothing happening, make sure to look around for the ticket machine.
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Lesson 40: Post Office 2
내용이 뭐에요? (naeyong-i mwo-eyo?)

LESSON NOTES

When you want to send your package abroad, you'll have to go to the post office. Expanding
on our last lesson, we'll go over what to do in the post office. So when you first walk into a post
office, or in Korean, "ucheguk" (우체국), don't forget to take a number.

But you have to make sure to take the right number. Korean post offices have different counters
for different things. So to get to the right counter, find someone that works at the post office, point
to what you want to send, and say "eodi" (어디). This means "where?" This will be the most basic
and rudimentary way to make sure you're going to the right counter.

When you're sending a package, you'll be asked what the contents are. So you will most likely
hear the phrase, "naeyong-i mwo-eyo" (내용이 뭐에요)? This means "What are the contents?"
The first word "naeyong" (내용) means "contents." What follows immediately after that is "i"
(이), which is a subject marker. These two are spoken together. After that is the word "mwo"
(뭐), which means "what." And lastly is "eyo" (에요), which means "is." So altogether the phrase
literally means "contents, what, is?" This is translated as "What are the contents?"

Here are a few things you can answer with: books, "chek" (책), clothes, "ot" (옷), or maybe even
delicious Korean snacks, "gwaja" (과자). Make sure you tell them what's inside. After you tell
them, you'll need to write down a form and write in what you actually have in the package. This
form may or may not have English, but the clerk will definitely tell you where to write it down. Or
at least point. And then you can write down the contents. Writing in English is alright. No Korean
is necessary.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
내용이 뭐에요? naeyong-i mwo-eyo? What are the contents?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
내용. naeyong. Contents.
뭐. mwo. What.
이다 (에요). ida (eyo). To be.
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Hangul Romanized English
책. chek. Books
옷. ot. Clothes.
과자. gwaja. Snacks.

QUICK TIP

If you're in need of boxes, you don't have to go to an office supply store. You can simply go
directly to the post office. Post offices sell boxes of all sizes for a cheap price. They have tape,
markers, scissors, and all the stationary that's needed when sending a package. The stationary
there is free to use. The only thing you have to pay for are the boxes.

QUICK TIP 2

The boxes that are sold in post offices are standard sizes. If you have a box that is larger than
the largest box sold at the post office, the post office will not allow you to send that package.
Instead, you will have to divide the contents into two smaller packages.
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Lesson 41: Foreign Exchange
한국 돈으로 바꿔주세요. (hanguk don-euro
bakkwojuseyo.)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson, we'll go over how to exchange our foreign currency to some Korean money. Of
course we can exchange our money at the airport and at authorized foreign exchange centers.
But in Korea, banks will exchange your money as well. This is extremely useful as banks are
everywhere. Most likely, banks only accept currencies that are popular in Korea. This is definitely
the American dollar, the Japanese Yen, Chinese RMB, and sometimes the Euro. Many banks
will also exchange the the Canadian dollar, Australian dollar and New Zealand dollar. But finding
banks that will exchange these currencies may not be as available as banks that will accept the
more popular currencies.

To ask for an exchange we can go to a bank, or foreign exchange center and give them some
foreign currency and say "hanguk don-euro bakkwo juseyo" (한국 도으로 바꿔 주세요). The
first part of this phrase is "hanguk don" (한국 돈). This literally means "Korean money," or
as the currency is known, "won." In Korean it's acceptable to say "Korean money" instead of
"won." What follows that is "euro" (으로). This is a particle which has many meanings, but in
this particular context means "into." After that we have "bakkwo" (바꿔). This means to change.
And lastly we have "juseyo" (주세요). which means "to do for" or simply "please." Altogether the
phrase we have is "Korean money, into, change, please." This can be interpreted as "Please
change this into won."

Now if you're ever in Itaewon, Insadong, or any other foreigner hot spot, you have to be careful of
solicitors asking if you want to exchange your money. Most of the time these people are offering
incredible rates that are hard to turn down. But be warned. These people are almost always
offering counterfeit money. Do NOT accept their exchange. Well if you wanted to you could.
You'd get a great rate, and you could probably haggle for an even better rate as well. And it
would definitely be hard to turn down because the won has been doing so well recently.

But in any case, if you were to be caught, you'd definitely be arrested, probably deported, and
possibly even jailed.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
한국돈으로 바꿔주세요. hanguk don-euro

bakkwojuseyo.
Please exchange this to won.
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VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
한국. hanguk. Korea.
돈. don. Money.
-으로. -euro. Into.
바꾸다 (바꿔다). bakkuda (bakkwo). To change.
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). To give (please).

QUICK TIP

Make sure to go to the correct desk to get your foreign exchange. There are different counters for
different services. You can be waiting a long time to finally get to the counter, only to find out that
you've went to the wrong counter. So be sure to ask someone who works at the bank to direct
you to the correct counter.

QUICK TIP 2

Also, when you're in Korea, you have to be sure to get a ticket from the ticket machine. Most
banks in Korea run on a ticket, number system. So after you find out which counter you'll be
going to, you'll have to be sure to get the correct ticket for the correct counter.
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Lesson 42: Buying a Public/International
Calling Card
공준 전화 카드 주세요 (gongjun jeonhwa kadeu juseyo)

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson, we’ll go over phrases concerning telephone usage in Korea. We’ll go over
renting cell phones in another lesson, so today we’ll focus on using public pay phones.

Korea is one of the most techno-savy nations in the world. Everyone and his dog has a
cellphone. And because of this, public telephones are now hard to come by. Korea has gradually
starting taking away public phones as they are hardly used in Korea. But if you're lucky enough
to find one, here's how you work them.

There are two kinds of public phones in Korea. One will accept coins. These are very simple to
operate. All you do is insert coins and dial the number. You're unused change will be returned to
you at the end of your call.

Other public phones will not accept change and only accept pre-paid telephone cards. These can
be identified by the slots that they have. They won't have a coin slot, only a slot for a card. They
aren't much of a challenge either as all you have to do is enter the card into to the slot and dial
the number.

The only challenge may be getting one of these pre-paid cards. These cards are typically sold
in convenience stores and news stands. To ask for one of the public telephone cards we can
walk in and say "gongjun jeonhwa kadeu juseyo" (공준 전화 카드 주세요). The first part of the
phrase is "gongjun" (공준). This means "public." What comes after that is "jeonhwa" (전화). This
means "phone." After that is "kadeu" (카드) which as you may have guessed, means "card." And
lastly is the oh so important "juseyo" (주세요) or "to give" or "please." Altogether we have "public,
telephone, card, please." Today's phrase is very straight forward.

Now the reason we specifically ask for a public calling card is because it can be understood as
an "international calling card." To ask for an international calling card, we can simply take our last
phrase and replace "public" with "international," which in Korean is "gukje" (국제). So the phrase
we now would have is "gukje jeonhwa kadeu juseyo" (국제 전화 카드 주세요). This phrase is
literally, "international, phone, card, please."

Now most public telephone cards that are sold are typically sold at two prices. One being 3,500
won. The other at 5,000 won. Let's go over how to ask for these. To ask for a 3,500 won card,
we can say "samcheon obaekwon jjari, juseyo" (삼천 오백원 짜리 주세요). The first part of this
phrase is "samcheon obaekwon" (삼천 오백원), which means 3,500 won. What comes after that
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is "jjari" (짜리). This means something like "a thing that's worth." And lastly we have "juseyo"
(주세요), which once again means "please." Altogether the phrase we have is "3,500 won, a
thing that's worth, please." This can be translated as "A 3,500 won card, please."

If we wanted a 5,000 won card we can simply replace 3,500 won for 5,000 won. 5,000 won
in Korean is "o cheon won." The phrase we now have is "ocheonwon jjari juseyo." Literally,
"5,000won, a thing that's worth, please." This is translated as "A 5,000 won card please."

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
공준 전화 카드 주세요. gongjun jeonhwa kadeu

juseyo.
Please give me a public
telephone card.

국제 전화 카드 주세요. gukje jeonhwa kadeu juseyo. Please give me an
international phone card.

삼천 오백원 짜리 주세요. samcheon obaekwon jjari
juseyo.

Please give me a 3,500 won
card.

오천원 짜리 주세요. ocheonwon jjari juseyo. Please give me a 5,000 won
card.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
공준. gongjun. public.
전화. jeonhwa. phone.
카드. kadeu. card.
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). to give (please).
국제. gukje. international.
삼천 오백원. samcheon obaekwon. 3,500 won.
오천원. ocheonwon. 5,000 won.
짜리. jjari. A thing that's worth.

QUICK TIP

The most likely place you'll be able to find public telephones are at major transportation
terminals. These include, but is not limited to, the airports, bus stops, subway stations and
express bus terminals. The most likely place out of all of these to have a public phone is, without
pause, the airport. But as airports are typically only visited twice during one's visit, the next best
place to look for a public phone is the express bus terminals. There are quite a few of them in
Seoul and in Busan, but there probably will be significantly less when traveling to smaller cities.
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Lesson 43: 43 - Admissions
한장 주세요 (hanjang juseyo)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll give you a phrase that'll let you enjoy the many cultural exhibits, shows,
and sites Korea has to offer. In today's lesson, we'll cover getting an admissions ticket.

In Korean, "one ticket please" is "hanjang juseyo" (한장 주세요). This may sound familiar from
one of our "Riding the Rails" series. The first part of the phrase is "hanjang" (한장). This literally
means "one, ticket." "Han" (한) is "one." Actually, "hana" (하나) is "one," but it changes to "han"
(한) because of the counter added onto the end of the number. The counter that's added on is
"jang" (장), or "ticket." Next we have "juseyo" (주세요), which as we all should know by now,
means "please." Altogether the phrase we have is, "one, ticket, please." This is very straight
forward.

Let's go over a few more tickets as you may not be traveling alone. Two tickets is "dujang"
(두장). Three tickets is "sejang" (세장). Four tickets is "naejang" (내장) and five tickets is
"daseotjang" (다섯장). And for all of these, we can add "juseyo" (주세요) at the end to request
these tickets.

To specify what ticket you want, we can simply say what we want in front of the phrase. Lets
get 5 tickets to "My Sassy Girl" a very popular Korean movie. "My Sassy Girl" in Korean is
"yeopkijeogin geunyeo" (엽기적인 그녀). Simply say the movie title in front of how many tickets
you want. So here the phrase would be "yeopkijeogin geunyeo daseotjang juseyo" (엽기적인
그녀 다섯 장 주세요). This is literally "My sassy girl, 5 tickets, please."

Now for all you movie lovers out there, movies theaters in Korea are much like those you would
find out in America or Canada. They have the concession stands, comfy seats, and sometimes
even the sticky floors. But one thing should be addressed when watching a movie in Korea.
Movie theaters in Korea have assigned seating. You can't sit down any where you wish. If the
theater is empty, the staff probably won't care much, but if it's a full house, make sure you're
sitting in the right seat.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
한장 주세요. hanjang juseyo. One ticket, please.
두장 주세요. dujang juseyo. Two tickets, please.
세장 주세요. sejang juseyo. Three tickets, please.
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Hangul Romanized English
내장 주세요. naejang juseyo. Four tickets, please.
다섯장 주세요. daseotjang juseyo. Five tickets, please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
하나 (한). hana (han). one.
둘 (두). dul (du). two.
셋 (세). set (se). three.
냇 (내). naet (nae). four.
다섯. daseot. five.
장. jang. ticket.
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). to give (please).

QUICK TIP

Theme parks in Korea are geared towards children and adults alike, just like most theme parks
are around the world. If you've ever been to a Disney Land, they're very much like the theme
parks found in Korea. They are created so one feels like they are in a different world. Sometimes
these "different worlds" have their own themes, but most of the time they are created to give
visitors the impression that they are in a magical land, with castles, life size animal mascots, and
many other additions that come with being in a magical land. The two most popular theme parks
in Korea are "Everland" located in Yongin and "Lotte World" located in Jamsil, Seoul.
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Lesson 44: Renting Cell Phones
핸드폰 (haendeupon)

LESSON NOTES

When you get off the plane in Korea and you start walking towards wherever you have to go
to, you will see everyone taking out their cell phones. Everyone in Korea has a cell phone, and
it's almost ridiculous to a point. As a testament to this, I was walking down the streets and I
saw a man lying on the floor. He was a homeless man, unkempt, shirtless, lying on a piece of
cardboard. But out of no where he takes out a cell phone from his cargo pant pocket and starts
punching in numbers, while he's lying on the floor in the middle of Seoul. Maybe he was just a
businessman, taking a rest after a long night. Maybe he just recently became homeless. But the
guy had a CELL PHONE! Isn't that ridiculous?!

Anyway, this example just tells you that everyone, and I do mean everyone, in Korea has a
cell phone. And as no one likes to be left out, we're going to go over how to get a cell phone in
Korea.

Cell phone in Korean is "haendeupon" (핸드폰). This is Koreanized English and it literally means
"hand, phone" as in a phone that's carried in your hand? (I'm not exactly sure where this came
from). Regardless, we'll be asking for a "haendeupon" (핸드폰).

When you're in the airport, we can go to any number of counters that offer cell phone rentals.
They are plentiful, so they won't be difficult to find. Once we find the counter, we can go to the
counter and say "haendeupon-eul billigo sipeoyo" (핸드폰을 빌리고 싶어요). This phrase means,
"I want to rent a cell phone."

The first phrase part of the phrase is "haendeupon" (핸드폰), which as we went over, means
cell phone. What follows that immediately is the object marking particle "eul" (을). These two
are spoken together. What's after that is "billigo" (빌리고), which means "borrow." And lastly we
have "sipeoyo" (싶어요), which translates as "want to." So the phrase we have altogether literally
means, "cell phone, borrow, want to." This is translated as "I want to rent a cell phone."

As cellphone rentals can be quite expensive, we should ask "How much is it per hour?" That
phrase is "han sigan-e eolmaeyo? " (한 시간에 얼마에요?). The first part of the phrase is "han
sigan" (한 시간). This means "one hour." What follows immediately after that is "e" (에). This is a
particle which indicates proportion, and can be translated as "per." The last part of the phrase is
"eolmaeyo" (얼마에요), which translates as "how much." Altogether the phrase we have literally
means "one hour, per, how much." This is translated as "How much is it per hour?"
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If we wanted to ask how much is it per minute we can just take the last phrase and simply
replace "one hour," with "one minute." One minute in Korean is "il bun" (일분). The phrase we
would now have is "il bun-e eolmaeyo?" (일분에 얼마에요?). This is literally, "one minute, per,
how much?"

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
핸드폰 빌리고 싶어요. haendeupon billigo sipeoyo. I want to rent a cell phone.
한 시간에 얼마에요? han sigan-e eolmaeyo? How much is it per hour?
일 분에 얼마에요? il bun-e eolmaeyo. How much is it per minute?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
핸드폰. haendeupon. cell phone.
빌리다. billida. to borrow.
-고 싶다. -go sipda. want to.
하나 (한). hana (han). one.
일. il. one.
시간. sigan. hour, time.
-에. -e. per.
얼마에요? eolmaeyo? How much is it?
분. bun. minute.

QUICK TIP

Korean cell phone networks have met demands of Korean cell phone users (nearly everyone
in the nation), and covered nearly every part of the nation. Coverage is everywhere, and
it is considered an outrage if one cannot get reception. This is even true in the subways,
mountains, other areas where cell phone coverage is usually limited. Almost every where in
Korea is covered by the cell phone networks. One interesting place that is covered is "dok-do"
(독도), which is also known as "Takeshima" in Japan. This is disputed territory between the
two countries. It is nearly uninhabitable; there are only two people living on the island. A cell
phone company put up a signal tower on that island. But that company probably wasn't trying
to get reception to the two people living on that island; most likely, they were making a political
statement.
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Lesson 45: 45 - Do You Have an English
One?
영어 거 있어요? (yeongeo geo isseoyo?)

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson we’ll introduce you to crucial phrase for all of you travelers out there who are
interested in learning more about the tourist attractions you’re going to visit. Learning about the
history and cultural significance of places you visit can be just as rewarding as seeing them.
Today we’ll cover, “Do you have an English one?”

In Korea “Do you have an English one?” is "yeongeo geo isseoyo?" (영어 거 있어요?). The first
word "yeongeo" (영어) means "English." This is followed by "거" (geo), which means "one," or
"thing." Lastly we have "isseoyo" (있어요), which means "to have." Altogether the phrase literally
means "English, one, have?" This can be translated as "Do you have an English one?"

This phrase is obviously used in context. If someone hands you a pamphlet, and you ask this
question, you are asking if they have an English one. You could also use this phrase if you were
in a restaurant to ask for an English menu. But you can't go up to someone on the street having a
cigarette and ask for an English one. So most people should be able to gather from context what
you are referring to.

Now to ask for a different language, we can just replace the word for “English” with any other
language. Let’s try German. German in Korean is "dokileo" (독일어). If we replace "yeongeo"
(영어 - English) with "dokileo" (독일어 - German), the phrase would be "dokileo geo isseoyo?"
(독일어 거 있어요?). This literally means "German, one, have?" This is translated as "Do you
have a German one?"

Another one that may be available may be "junggukeo" (중국어), which means "Chinese." When
plugged into the phrase it would be "junggukeo geo isseoyo?" which literally means "Chinese,
one, have?" This is translated as "Do you have a Chinese one?"

This can be done with any language. Below is a list of languages that can simply be plugged into
the phrase.

Most major cultural sites and tourist attractions will have 3 languages in addition to Korean.
These languages are English, Chinese, and Japanese. But on occasion there are languages
other than these. It's worth a shot!
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
영어 거 있어요? yeongeo geo isseoyo? Do you have an English one?
독일어 거 있어요? dokileo geo isseoyo? Do you have a German one?
중국어 거 있어요? junggukeo geo isseoyo? Do you have a Chinese one?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
영어. yeongeo. English.
거. geo. thing, one.
있다 (있어요). itda (isseoyo). to have.
독일어. dokileo. German.
중국어. junggukeo. Chinese.
일본어. ilboneo. Japanese.
불어. buleo. French.
스페인어. seupeineo. Spanish.
러시아어. reosiaeo. Russian.
아라비아어. arabiaeo. Arabic.

QUICK TIP

Most cultural and tourist attractions will offer Japanese and Chinese, as those are the languages
of Korea's neighboring countries, as well as the language of the majority of Korea's visitors. They
will also have English versions for the rest of the world. At some of Korea's museums, the audio
tours will also come in these languages.
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Lesson 46: Help!
도와주세요! (dowajuseyo!)

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson we’ll introduce you to some phrases that hopefully you won’t have to use. When
traveling to Korea, while the threat of physical violence in not prevalent, one should always be
careful. In addition, this phrase is not limited to threatening situations, but can also be used in
the unfortunate event that you or someone around you is in the need of immediate assistance.
Today we’ll learn how to call for help.

In Korean “Help!” is "dowajuseyo" (도와주세요). The first portion of this phrase is "dowa" (도와),
which means "help." What follows immediately after that is "juseyo" (주세요), which in this
context means, "do for me" or "please." Literally the phrase we have means "help, do for me" or
"help, please." This is translated as "Help!"

In Korean you can call for the police by saying "gyeongchal-eul bureuseyo" (경찰을 부르세요).
The first portion of this phrase is "gyeongchal" (경찰). This word means "police." What follows
after that is "eul" (을). These two are spoken together. What follows that is "bureuseyo"
(부르세요). This means "call for." So literally the phrase means "police, call for." This is translated
as "Call the police."

Now instead of asking someone to call the police, you can call the police yourself. The number
for the police is "119."

The most useful of these phrases is "dowajuseyo" (도와주세요), which means "help." This
is because if you ask for help, someone can come to your aid, and properly take care of the
situation.

One of my best friends was in the bathroom of a supermarket. She saw some girl passed out on
the floor, and immediately called for help. She yelled "dowajuseyo! dowajuseyo!" (도와주세요!
도와주세요!), and people came into the bathroom to help the girl. This is a very useful phrase to
know.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
도와주세요. dowajuseyo. Help.
경찰을 부르세요. gyeongchal-eul bureuseyo. Call the police.
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VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
경찰. gyeongchal. police.
부르다. bureuda. to call.

QUICK TIP

Korea is a group-centered society, and everyone considers each other part of the same circle (to
some degree). So anyone that calls out "dowajuseyo" (도와주세요), there's bound to be people
willing to help out and help in whatever situation. Even among strangers, there is a certain sense
of mutual responsibility that people have to help one another. And this will even be true for
foreigners. Koreans, generally speaking, try to help each other out, even if one isn't in trouble.

QUICK TIP 2

Korea, for the most part, is a safe country. Physical crimes aren't so common. Heinous crimes
are rare. But drunken brawls are plentiful. Korean people tend to drink heavily, and when there's
heavy drinking, there's fighting (not exclusive to Korea). So when in Korea, be sure to be on the
watch for drunk young men, and, at times, women, looking to start trouble.
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Lesson 47: Medical Assistance
병원으로 데려가주세요. (byeongwon-euro
deryeogajuseyo)

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson we’ll introduce you to some phrases useful in the case you need medical
assistance. When traveling sometimes the body takes a little time to adjust, and the immune
system is no different. So today we’ll go over some phrases that will help get you to a location
where you can get medical assistance.

In Korea, there aren't many private doctor offices, and most doctors work at hospitals. For this
reason hospitals take care of everything. From the smallest check-ups to the most complicated
surgeries, hospitals take care of it all. So for this lesson, we’ll start with the phrase “Please take
me to the hospital.”

"Please take me to the hospital" in Korean is "byeongwon-euro deryeogajuseyo" (병원으로
데려가주세요). The first word of this phrase is "byeongwon" (병원), which means "hospital." This
is immediately followed by the particle "euro" (으로), which means "to." These two are spoken
together. The next part of the phrase comes "deryeoga" (데려가), which means "take" as in
"taking someone somewhere." The last part of the phrase is "juseyo" (주세요), which means
"please." This phrase literally means "hospital, to, take, please." This is translated as "Please
take me to the hospital."

If things aren't too bad, and you simply need some medicine, you can ask someone to take you
to the pharmacy. Pharmacy in Korean is "yakguk" (약국). If we plug this into our last sentence,
the phrase we now have is "yakguk-euro deryeogajuseyo" (약국으로 데려가주세요). This
phrase literally means "pharmacy, to, take, please." This is translated as "Please take me to the
pharmacy."

And for insurance purposes, we should probably cover how to ask someone to call the
ambulance. This phrase is "gugeupcha-reul bureojuseyo" (구급차를 부러주세요). The first word
of this phrase is "gugeupcha" (구급차), which means "ambulance." This is immediately followed
by "reul" (를), which is a topic marker. These two are spoken together. What follows immediately
after that is "bureo" (부러). This means "call." And lastly we have "juseyo" (주세요), which once
again means, "please."

If you noticed, all of today's phrases end in "juseyo" (주세요). This is translated as "please," but
is used when you are asking someone to do something for you. So in today's context, we are
asking people to help, or do something on our behalf. Because we are asking someone to do
something, we use "juseyo" (주세요).
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
병원으로 데려가주세요. byeongwon-euro

deryeogajuseyo.
Please take me to the
hospital.

약국으로 데려가주세요. yakguk-euro deryeogajuseyo. Please take me to the
pharmacy.

구급차를 부러주세요. gugeupcha-reul bureojuseyo. Please call an ambulance.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
병원. byeongwon. hospital.
-으로. -euro. to.
데려가다. deryeogada. to take along (to take

someone).
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). to give (please).
약국. yakguk. pharmacy.
구급차. gugeupcha. ambulance.
부르다 (부러). bureuda (bureo). to call.

QUICK TIP

A number of people that I've met when I was in Korea have all said that they had gotten sick
when they first went to Korea. These were all people who were there on an extended stay. They
all said that within two weeks of their arrival, they all caught a cold which stayed with them for an
extended period of time. However, people that I've met that only briefly visited Korea, did not get
sick when they were there. From my experience, 2 weeks seems to be the limit in which one can
stay in Korea, without getting sick. This is simply my account of sickness in Korea.
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Lesson 48: Medical Assistance 2
병원에 가야해요. (byeongwon-e gayahaeyo).

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll go over a phrase that you hopefully won't have to use. There are times
when emergency medical assistance is necessary, and to be in a foreign country, not knowing
how to get to the hospital, can put you in a real difficult situation. So in today's lesson, we'll go
over the phase "I need a doctor."

Now there is a cultural issue that we should address. In many Western nations people go to
doctor offices. There you can get checkups, prescriptions, and get treated for illness that aren't
so serious. Hospitals, however, are usually reserved for extreme illnesses and surgeries. In
Korea, there aren't many doctor offices. People go to hospitals for nearly everything. From the
most minor checkups, to the most difficult surgeries, hospitals do it all.

And as that's the case, when we need to go to the doctor, we can say "I have to go to the
hospital." That phrase in Korean is "byeongwon-e gayahaeyo" (병원에 가야해요). The first
word of this phrase is "byeongwon" (병원). What follows immediately after that is "e" (에). This
is a location particle and can be translated as "to." These two are spoken together. Literally
this is "hospital, to." What we have after that is "ga" (가). This means "go." And what follows
immediately is "yahaeyo" (야해요). This is a grammatical structure which means "have to" or
"must." The word "go" and the grammatical structure "have to" are spoken together. This literally
means "go, have to." The phrase altogether is once again "byeongwon-e gayahaeyo" (병원에
가야해요). This is literally "hospital, to, go, have to." This is understood as "I have to go to the
hospital." Now this can be interpreted as something serious, or maybe something as simple as a
cold. But no matter the degree of sickness, the phrase is "byeongwon-e gayahaeyo."

Now if we know what we need and can take the doctor out of the equation, we can say "I have
to go to the pharmacy" to go get some medicine. To say "I have to go to the pharmacy" we can
say "yakguk-e gayahaeyo" (약국에 가야해요). This sounds nearly identical to the first phrase
"byeongwon-e gayahaeyo" (병원에 가야해요). The only difference is the word "byeongwon"
(병원) or "hospital," has been replaced with "yakguk" (약국) or "pharmacy." The phrase we
have literally means "pharmacy, to, go, have to." And this is translated as "I have to go to the
pharmacy."

Now if you need to go to Korea for some Eastern healing techniques, "I have to go to Korea" is
"hanguke gayahaeyo" (한국에 가야해요).
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Now whenever in a foreign country, trusting foreign medicine may be one of the most difficult
things to do. But Korean medicine has been around for centuries. And believe me, Koreans
know whats going on. Now when I was living in Korea, I had insomnia for a period of time. I didn't
know why, but I went to the pharmacy to see if they had anything to offer me. The pharmacist
gave me some pills and this bottle that smelled and tasted really terrible. I took that drink and it
worked. Maybe it worked a little too well because I literally knocked out for about 15 hours. But
hey, insomnia, cured instantly.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
병원에 가야해요. byeongwon-e gayahaeyo. I have to go to the hospital.
약국에 가야해요. yakguk-e gayahaeyo. I have to go to the pharmacy.
한국에 가야해요. hanguk-e gayahaeyo. I have to go to Korea.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
병원. byeongwon. hospital.
에. e. to.
가다 (가). gada (ga). to go.
-야하다 (-야해요). -yahada (-yahaeyo). have to (grammatical

structure).
약국. yakguk. pharmacy.
한국. hanguk. Korea.

QUICK TIP

Many Korean doctors have the ability to speak English. One reason for this is that Korea has
recently become very Westernized; this includes medical practices. Because of this, many
Korean doctors have studied abroad and obtained their medical degree outside of Korea. But in
addition to Western style doctors, Korean style doctors can typically speak English as well. This
is due to the fact that the standards for becoming a traditional Korean doctor are quite strict. As a
result, usually the most educated people in the country become traditional Korean doctors.
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Lesson 49: Explaining Symptoms
배가 아파요 (bae-ga apayo).

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll go over a few phrases that can be make the difference between a good,
safe, healthy trip and a disastorous trip. If you're ever in a hospital or in a pharmacy in Korea,
these are the phrases that are necessary to know.

The first of these phrases is "My stomach hurts." This phrase in Korean is "bae-ga apayo"
(배가 아파요). The first word of the phrase is "bae" (배), which means "stomach." What follows
immediately after that is "ga" (가), which is a subject marker. These two are spoken together.
After that is "apayo" (아파요), which means "hurt." Literally the phrase means "stomach, hurt."
"My" is not actually included in this sentence, but it is inferred. So this phrase is translated as "My
stomach hurts."

The next phrase can be even more useful. To say "It hurts here," we can say "yeogi apayo" (여기
아파요). The first word of this phrase is "여기," which means "here." The next part of the phrase
is "apayo" (아파요), which once again means "hurt." Literally it's "here, hurt." This is translated as
"It hurts here."

Another phrase that may prove useful is "I have a cold." That phrase in Korean is "gamgi
geollyeosseoyo" (걸렸어요). The first word of this phrase is "gamgi" (감기), which means "cold."
The next part of the phrase is "geollyeosseoyo" (걸렸어요), which means "caught." Literally the
phrase we have here is "cold, caught." This is translated as "I caught a cold." "I" is inferred in this
phrase.

An important phrase is "I have a fever." In Korean, this phrase is "yeol-i nasseoyo" (열이 났어요).
The first word of this phrase, "yeol" (열), means "fever." This is immediately followed by "i"
(이), which is a subject marking particle. These two are spoken together. What follows that is
"nasseoyo" (났어요). This literally means "occur," but is translated as "have" in this particular
context. Literally this means "fever, have." This phrase is translated as "I have a fever."

Our last phrase may not be so pleasant to talk about, but it may be useful for someone who
has this particular symptom. Our last phrase is "I have diarrhea." This phrase in Korean is
"seolsahaeyo" (설사해요). The first part of the phrase, "seolsa" (설사), means "diarrhea."
The latter part of the phrase is "haeyo" (해요). This literally means "do," but in this context is
translated as "have." The phrase we have here is "diarrhea, have." When translated this phrase
means "I have diarrhea."
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
배가 아파요. bae-ga apayo. My stomach hurts.
여기 아파요. yeogi apayo. It hurts here.
감기 걸렸어요. gamgi geollyeosseoyo. I caught a cold.
열이 났어요. yeol-i nasseoyo. I have a fever.
설사해요. seolsahaeyo. I have diarrhea.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
배. bae. stomach.
아프다 (아파요). apeuda (apayo). to hurt.
여기. yeogi. here.
감기. gamgi. cold.
걸리다 (걸렸어요). geollida (geollyeosseoyo). to catch.
열. yeol. fever.
나다 (났어요). nada (nasseoyo). to occur.
설사. seolsa. diarrhea.
하다 (해요). hada (haeyo). to do (to have).

QUICK TIP

Most Western nations tend to stray away from toilet related conversation. However, in Korea,
Koreans do not have any issues talking about toilet related issues. Culturally speaking, it's not
considered disgusting to talk about toilet related topics among family and friends. At times this
topic may even be brought up at the dinner table.
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Lesson 50: Explaining Allergies
알레르기 있어요. (allereugi isseoyo.)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson, we'll cover a phrase that will keep you strong and healthy. Letting other people
know about your allergies is vital to a fun and healthy trip. In today's phrase we'll go over "I'm
allergic to (something)."

To start we'll need something that we're allergic to. Lately, I've been running into a lot of
people who are allergic to peanuts. So let's start with that. "I'm allergic to peanuts" in Korean
is "ttangkong-e allereugi isseyo" (땅콩에 알레르기 있어요). The first word "ttangkong" (땅콩)
means "peanuts." What follows that is "-e" (-에), a particle which, in this particular context,
roughly translates as "to." Next we have "allereugi" (알레르기). This may be fairly easy to guess;
this is the Koreanized version of the English word “allergy.” Lastly we have "isseoyo" (있어요).
This means "have." Altogether the phrase is, "ttangkong-e allereugi isseyo" (땅콩에 알레르기
있어요). What this literally translates as is "peanuts, to, allergy, have." We can translate this as
"I’m allergic to peanuts." Or maybe a closer translation would be "I have an allergy to peanuts."

Let's try another allergy. This time we'll go with apples. The word for apple in Korean is “sagwa”
(사과). To say "I have an allergy to apples" simply take the first phrase and replace peanuts,
“ttangkong” (땅콩), with apples, “sagwa” (사과). Our new phrase would be “sagwa-e allereugi
isseyo" (사과에 알레르기 있어요). Literally this is “apple, to, allergy, have.” This is translated as “I
have an allergy to apples.”

And as there are many different types of allergies out there, you can insert them into the phrase
yourself. Simply say what you're allergic to, then add "-e allereugi isseyo" (-에 알레르기 있어요).

Let's go over a few common allergies:

Cats are a common allergy. This may be useful to use when visiting someone’s house. Cat in
Korean is “goyangi” (고양이). And if we insert this into the phrase, the phrase would now be
“goyangi-e allereugi isseyo" (고양이에 알레르기 있어요). This is literally, “cat, to, allergy, have.”
This is translated as “I have an allergy to cats.”

Another common allergy is strawberries. Strawberries in Korean is “ttalgi” (딸기). And, again,
this can be inserted into the phrase. This would be “ttalgi-e allereugi isseyo" (딸기에 알레르기
있어요).
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
땅콩에 알레르기 있어요. ttankong-e allereugi isseoyo. I have an allergy to peanuts.
사과에 알레르기 있어요. sagwa-e allereugi isseoyo. I have an allergy to apples.
고양이에 알레르기 있어요. goyangi-e allereugi isseoyo. I have an allergy to cats.
딸기에 알레르기 있어요. ttalgi-e allereugi isseoyo. I have an allergy to

strawberries.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
땅콩. ttangkong. peanuts.
알레르기. allereugi. allergy.
있다 (있어요). itda (isseoyo). to have.
사과. sagwa. apples.
고양이. goyangi. cats.
딸기. ttalgi. strawberries.

QUICK TIP

Many Korean dishes have a wide variety of vegetables. Most likely, you will see the same
vegetables at every meal. These include mushrooms, radishes, onions, scallions, potatoes,
hot peppers, and many more. Be sure to be on the look out for these vegetables if you have
an allergy to them. Also, fruit is typically served at home after the meal is finished. And the
assortment of fruit served is quite various, depending on the household.
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Lesson 51: I Don't Eat Meat
저는 채식주의자입니다 (jeo-neun chaesikjuuija-imnida)

LESSON NOTES

Korean food is generally considered very healthy. The reason for this is because of the sheer
amount of vegetables in every Korean dish. Many meals are made entirely without any kind
of meat at all. Koreans have somehow, someway made vegetables dishes that you would be
ecstatic to serve to your friends. Korea can be a vegetarian's paradise!

As this is the case, there usually will be plenty of side dishes that one can eat, even if meat is the
on the main menu. But Koreans tend to place things in your bowl and tell you to eat. This is them
just trying to be good hosts. But if you're a vegetarian and someone places a piece of meat in
your bowl, we have the following phrase to tell that person you are a vegetarian.

"I'm a vegetarian" in Korean is "jeo-neun chaesikjuuija-imnida" (저는 채식주의자 입니다). The
first word of the phrase is "jeo" (저), which is a humbling way of saying "I." What follows after
that is "neun" (는), which is a topic marker. These two are spoken together. What's after that is
"chaesikjuuija" (채식주의자). This means "vegetarian." And the last part is "imnida" (입니다).
This is the copula, which means "am." Literally the phrase is "I, vegetarian, am." This can be
interpreted as "I'm a vegetarian."

If that's a little difficult, we can shorten the phrase and take out "I." We can simply say
"vegetarian, am." That in Korean would be "chaesikjuuija-imnida" (채식주의자 입니다).

Next we can simply say "I don't eat meat." This in Korean would be "gogi an meokeoyo" (고기 안
먹어요). The first word is "gogi" (고기). This means meat. And it can mean beef, pork, chicken,
and any other kinds of meat out there. The next part is "an" (안). This means "not." The last part
of the phrase is "meokeoyo" (먹어요). This means "eat." Altogether the phrase means "meat, not,
eat." This can be interpreted as "I don't eat meat."

Now we can substitute "gogi" or "meat," with anything you don't eat. We can say " I don't eat
eggs." The word for "egg" in Korean is "gyeran"(계란). The phrase would now be "gyeran an
meokeoyo" (계란 안 먹어요). This phrase means "egg, not, eat," or in English, "I don't eat eggs."

Now if you're a picky eater, you can simply place any word in front of the phrase "an meokeoyo"
(안 먹어요) to tell someone you don't eat something.
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
저는 채식주의자입니다. jeo-neun

chaesikjuuija-imnida.
I'm a vegetarian.

채식주의자입니다. chaesikjuuija-imnida. I'm a vegetarian (shortened).
고기 안 먹어요. gogi an meokeoyo. I don't eat meat.
계란 안 먹어요. gyeran an meokeoyo. I don't eat eggs.
매운거 안 먹어요. maeungeo an meokeoyo. I don't eat spicy things.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
저. jeo. I.
채식주의자. chaesikjuuija. vegetarian.
이다 (입니다). ida (imnida). to be (am).
고기. gogi. meat.
안. an. not.
먹다 (먹어요). meokda (meokeoyo). to eat.
계란. gyeran. egg(s).
매우다(매운). maeuda(maeun). to be spicy.
것(거). geot(geo). thing.

QUICK TIP

Korean food has a variety of ingredients. But one of the main ingredients in Korean cuisine is hot
chili peppers. Koreans love spicy food, so they'll add hot chili peppers to many things to spice the
dish up. This is not to say that all Korean food is spicy, but there are quite a number of dishes
that contain hot chili peppers. If you don't eat spicy things, you can use the phrase (maeun geo
an meokeoyo) "매운거 안 먹어요." "Maeungeo" (매운거) means "spicy things." And we simply
used the phrase from this lesson to say "I don't eat."
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Lesson 52: Self-Introductions
처음 뵙겠습니다 (cheoeum boepgesseumnida)

LESSON NOTES

When traveling in Korea, hopefully you'll meet a lot of people and make new friends. Through
people, a trip can be much more enjoyable than traveling alone! So in today's lesson, we'll go
over how to introduce yourself in Korean.

When you meet someone for the first time, a typical phrase that is used is "annyeonghaseyo.
cheoeum boepgesseumnida" (안녕하세요. 처음 뵙겠습니다). The first part of this
is "annyeonghaseo" (안녕하세요), which means "hello." The next part, "cheoeum
boepgesseumnida" (처음 뵙겠습니다), is a set phrase used when meeting someone for the first
time. This translates to "I am meeting you for the first time," but is used much like the English
"How do you do?" The first word of this phrase is "cheoeum" (처음), which means "first." The
next part is "boepgesseumnida" (뵙겠습니다). This is the honorific form of the verb "to meet."
Literally this set phrase means "first, meet."

Now, culturally speaking, when meeting someone for the first time in Korea, saying "Hi, my name
is Keith," is not seen as being friendly; rather, it's seen as being a little brash and direct. It's a
slight nuance that may be hard to pick up on. But instead of directly telling your name, you can
use the phrase "cheoeum boepgesseumnida" (처음 뵙겠습니다) as a buffer to soften the initial
contact. After initial contact is made, you can introduce your name.

This can be done by saying "jeo-neun Keith-imnnida" (저는 Keith입니다). This, as you may have
guessed, means "I am Keith." The first part of this phrase is "jeo" (저), which is a humbling way of
saying "I." Immediately following that is "neun" (는), which is a topic marking particle. These two
are spoken together. Next comes your name, which in this particular example is "Keith." Lastly
is "imnida" (입니다), which is the copula and translates to "am." Literally, the phrase is "I, Keith,
am." This is translated as "I am Keith."

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
처음 뵙겠습니다. cheoeum boepgesseumnida. How do you do? (I'm meeting

you for the first time).
저는 (name)입니다. jeo-neun (name)-imnida. I am (name).
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VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
처음. cheoeum. first.
뵙다 (뵙겠습니다). boepda (boepgesseumnida). to meet (humble).
저. jeo. I (humble)
이다 (입니다). ida (imnida). to be (am).

QUICK TIP

Typically in Korean culture, a bow accompanies an introduction. Depending on the situation,
the degree to which one bows differs. But in most situations, a slight bow, or a lowering of the
head will suffice. However, in business situations, the handshake has now become prominent.
Bows are still necessary, but sometimes a handshake is necessary as well. A proper handshake
in a Korean business environment would be accompanied with a bow. And while one hand is
shaking, the other hand should be crossing one's body, reaching the side.

QUICK TIP 2

A more polite way to introduce one's name is as follows. "Keith-irago hamnida" (Keith이라고
합니다). This is a very polite and casual way to introduce one's name. The first part is someone's
name, in this case it's "Keith." What follows that is "rago" (라고), which is a particle that can
translate as "such as." And lastly is "hamnida" (합니다), which means "do," but in this context
can be translated as "call." Literally this phrase means "Keith, such as, call." And this can be
translated as "They call me Keith."

This is politer to use than directly saying "I am Keith" because this phrase "They call me Keith" is
less direct. Straying away from this directness gives the impression that you are very polite and
your manners are quite proper.
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Lesson 53: What Time Is It?
몇시에요? (myeotsi-eyo?)

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson we’ll introduce some phrases you’ll need to ask for the time. Time flies when
you’re on vacation in a new and exciting land. So make sure you keep track!

First, let’s go over the basic phrase “What time is it?” That phrase in Korean would be
"myeotsi-eyo? " (몇시에요?). The first word of that phrase is "myeot" (몇). This means "how
many." Next in our phrase is "si" (시), which means "hour." And lastly we have "eyo" (에요). This
is the copula, and means "is." Literally this means "how many, hour, is." This is translated as
"what time is it?"

Now what good is asking the question, if we don't know how to recognize the answer. In
Korean, there are two sets of numbers. One is the native Korean numbers, and the other is the
Sino-Korean numbers. Both of these number systems are used to tell time.

The native Korean numbers are used to tell the hour. Let's go over "One o'clock" to "Twelve
o'clock." "One o'clock" in Korean is "han si" (한 시). The first part "han" (한) means "one."
Actually "hana" (하나) is "one," but because it is followed by something, it changes to "han" (한).
And what follows this is "si" (시), which means "hour." Literally, this means "one, hour" but is
translated as "one o'clock." The same is done for all of the other hours.

Two o'clock is "du si" (두 시).

Three o'clock is "se si" (세시).

Four o'clock is "nae si" (내 시).

Five o'clock is "daseot si" (다섯시).

Six o'clock is "yeoseot si" (여섯 시).

Seven o'clock is "ilgop si" (일곱 시).

Eight o'clock is "yeodeolp si" (여덟 시).

Nine o'clock is "ahop si" (아홉 시).

Ten o'clock is "yeol si" (열 시).

Eleven o'clock is "yeolhan" (열한 시).
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Twelve o'clock is "yeoldu si" (열두 시).

Now for the mintues. Minutes use the Sino-Korean numbers. After these numbers we would add
the word for "minute," which in Korean, is "bun" (분). So lets go over a few. "Thirty," using the
Sino-Korean numbers is "samsip" (삼십). And to say 30 minutes we can simple add the word for
minutes to "samsip" (삼십). This would be "samsip bun" (삼십 분). 15 minutes is "sipo bun" (십오
분). 45 minutes is "sasipo bun" (사십오 분).

So for 2:30 we would say "du si samsip bun" (두 시 삼십 분). "Du" (두) is the number two (in
the native korean number system), "si" (시) is "hour," "samsip" (삼십) is 30 (in the Sino-Korean
number system), and "bun" (분) is "minutes." Literally this is "two, hour, 30, minutes." This is very
logical.

Another example. 6:45. This is "yeoseo si, sasipo bun" (여섯 시 사십오 분). The first part is
"yeoseot si" (여섯 시). This is literally "6, hour." "Sasipo bun" (사십오 분) means "45 minutes."
Literally this is "6, hour, 45 minutes."

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
몇시에요? myeotsieyo? What time is it?
하 시. han si. one o'clock.
두 시. du si. two o'clock.
세 시. se si. three o'clock.
내 시. nae si. four o'clock.
다섯 시. daseot si. five o'clock.
여섯 시. yeoseot si. six o'clock.
일곱 시. ilgop si. seven o'clock.
여덟 시. yeodeolp si. eight o'clock.
아홉 시. ahop si. nine o'clock.
열 시. yeol si. ten o'clock.
열한 시. yeolhan si. eleven o'clock.
열두 시. yeoldu si. twelve o'clock.
삼십 분. samsip bun. thirty (thirty minutes).
사십오 분. sasipo bun. forty-five (forty-five minutes).
십오 분. sipo bun. fifteen (fifteen minutes).

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
몇. myeot. How much, How many.
시. si. hour.
분. bun. minute.
이다 (에요). ida (eyo). to be (is).
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QUICK TIP

In English, many times you can ask "Do you have the time?" to ask "What time is it?" This may
sound like it can translate over to Korean but it doesn't. "Do you have the time?" in Korean is
"sigan isseuseyo?" (시간 있으세요?). However, this question is typically followed by another
question "keopi hanjan hasillaeyo?" (커피 한잔 하실래요?), which is translated as "Would you
like to have a cup of coffee?" The phrase "Do you have the time?" is usually a pick-up line for
men to approach women to see if they would like to get a cup of coffee. Personally, I've never
seen this pick-up line work. But if you want to ask for the time, please be careful of your words!
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Lesson 54: What Time Does it Open? Close?
몇시에 문 열어요? (myeotsi-e mun yeoreoyo?)

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson we’ll go over some phrases you’ll need to ask what time a place opens or
closes. This could be used for stores, restaurants, parks, or tourist attractions.

Let’s start with “What time does this place open?” In Korean, that would be “meotsi-e mun
yeoreoyo?” (몇시에 문 열어요?). The first word “meotsi” (몇시) means “what time.” This is
followed by the time particle “e” (에), which is roughly equivalent to "at." Then comes “mun” (문),
which means “door.” Lastly we have "yeoreoyo" (열어요). This means "open." So the phrase we
literally have is "what time, at, door, open?" This is interpreted as "What time does it open?"

Alright now for the answer. Many retail places in Korea open at 10am, so we'll go over that
for our answer. For more times check out our lesson on time. "Ten o'clock" in Korean would
be "yeolsi" (열시). They may say "yeolsi-e mun yeoreoyo" (열시에 문 열어요). The first part is
"yeolsi" (열시), which means "10 o'clock." What follows immediately after that is "e" (에), which
once again roughly means "at." What's next is "mun" (문). This is "door." And lastly we once
again have "yeoreoyo" (열어요). This means "open." Altogether the phrase we have here is "10
o'clock, at, door, open." We can interpret this as "It will open at 10 o'clock."

We can also go over "What time does it close?" This in Korean would be "myeotsi-e mun
dadayeo" (몇시에 문 닫아요?). This phrase is almost exactly the same as "What time does
it open?" The only difference is the last words of the two phrases. The first phrase was once
again. "Myeotsi-e mun yeoreoyo?" (몇시에 문 열어요?) . The phrase "What time does it close"
is "myeotsi-e mun dadayeo?" (몇시에 문 닫아요?). The last word "dadayeo" (닫아요) means
"close." So the phrase we literally have is "what time, at, door, close." Or "What time does it
close?"

The answer to this question will differ according to where you're going. Many retail stores close
at 9 or 10 pm. Since we already did 10 o'clock, let's go over 9 o'clock. The phrase "It closes at 9
o'clock" is "ahobsi-e mun dadayeo" (아홉시에 문 닫아요). Literally this means "9, at, door, close."
This can be interpreted at "It closes at 9 o'clock."

These phrases will most likely be used for retail stores. The reason I say this is because Korea's
food, drink and entertainment industries usually don't have a closing time. They may have a
time they hope to close, but like many things in life, you can't always get what you want. Usually
restaurants and bars wait until the last people are out to close. It's rare for someone to be asked
to leave. I was once in a pool hall with a friend, and we had a bet going on back and forth. We
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ended up playing for 5 hours, and ended up leaving at 3 in the morning. We actually had to wake
the pool hall manager so that we could pay to leave. He was dead tired, but hey, in Korea, the
customer is king.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
몇시에 문 열어요? myeotsi-e mun yeoreoyo? What time does it open?
몇시에 문 닫아요? myeotsi-e mun dadayo? What time does it close?
열시에 문 열어요. yeolsi-e mun yeoreoyo. It opens at 10 o'clock.
아홉시에 문 닫아요. ahopsi-e mun dadayo. It closes at 9 o'clock.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
몇시. myeotsi. what time.
-에. -e. at.
문. mun. door.
열다 (열어요). yeolda (yereoyo). to open.
닫다 (닫아요). datda (dadayo). to close.
열시. yeolsi. 10 o'clock.
아홉시. ahopsi. 9 o'clock.

QUICK TIP

Korea has a plethora of 24-hour and late hour venues. There's always convenience stores,
which are almost always open 24 hours. But Korea also has PC Bang (internet cafe),
noraebang/노래방 (karaoke), pool halls, kim-bap restaurants (김밥집), saunas (짐찔방), as well
as many other venues. Internet cafe's, kim-bap restaurants, and saunas are almost always
24-hours, while the rest of the venues stay open well into the night (until the last customer
leaves).
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Lesson 55: Likes and Dislikes
이거 좋아해요. (igeo johahaeyo.)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll be going over one of the most basic aspects of language: expressing likes
and dislikes.

To start, we'll go over the basic phrase "I like this." This phrase is so general and useful that it
can be used to talk about anything. This can be used to referred to food, places, clothes, trips, air
plane rides, anything and everything. This phrase in Korean is "igeo johahaeyo" (이거 좋아해요).
The first word of this phrase is "igeo" (이거), which means "this." What follows that is "johahaeyo"
(좋아해요). This means "like." Literally the phrase means "this, like." This is translated as "I like
this" ("I" is inferred).

Now as you may be eating many of Korea's great food's, you'll have plenty of chances to say
"I like this." But if you want to be a little more specific as to which food you like, you can simply
replace "this" with whatever you like. Many people have an inclination towards, Galbi, Korean
barbecue. So if we replace "this" with "galbi" we would say "galbi johahaeyo" (갈비 좋아해요).
This is literally "galbi, like." This is understood as "I like galbi" ("I" is inferred). You can do this
with any noun. Simply place whatever you like in front of "johahaeyo" (좋아해요) to be specific of
what you like.

Let's take a look at the opposite end of the spectrum. To say we dislike something we can say
"I dislike this." In Korean this would be "igeo silheohaeyo" (이거 싫어해요). The first word of this
phrase is "igeo" (이거), which once again means "this." What comes after that is "silheohaeyo"
(싫어해요). This word means "dislike." Literally, this phrase is "this, dislike."

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
이거 좋아해요. igeo johahaeyo. I like this.
갈비 좋아해요. galbi johahaeyo. I like galbi.
이거 싫어해요. igeo silheohaeyo. I dislike this.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
이거. igeo. this.
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Hangul Romanized English
좋아하다 (좋아해요). johahada (johahaeyo). to like.
싫어하다 (싫어해요). silheohada (silheohaeyo). to dislike.

QUICK TIP

Korean has a few different politeness levels. With one of the politeness levels, the standard
politeness level (which was used in today's lesson), the same sentence can be said, but it can be
a statement, a question, or a command. In the context of today's lesson, the phrases were in a
dropping intonation. The dropping intonation makes it a statement. If we wanted to ask someone
if they like something, the same sentence of phrase can be used, except with a rising intonation.
So in the case of today's lesson "igeo johahaeyo" (이거 좋아해요) can be said, but with a rising
intonation at the end of the sentence. This makes the statement "I like this" into a question "Do
you like this?"
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Lesson 56: High Frequency and Useful
Adjectives
재미있어요 (jaemiisseoyo)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson, we'll go over a few useful and high frequency adjectives. When you're traveling
in Korea and you're hanging out with your friends you may want to express your admiration of
certain things. Korea has been modernizing quite rapidly over the last few years and has recently
become a very modern, and beautiful city.

So to express your admiration of Korea we can say "yeppeoyo" (예뻐요). This phrase means
"pretty." Now you can use this towards buildings, mountains, articles of clothing, and people as
well. We can use this word as is. You're simply saying "pretty." But if you want to be a little more
specific, we can say "igeo yeppeoyo" (이거 예뻐요). The word we just added "igeo" (이거) means
"this." So literally we have "this, pretty." This in English translates to "this is pretty."

Another useful and high frequency adjective is "johayo" (좋아요), which in English means "good."
We can use this phrase when referring to someone or something that is... well... good. For
example we can use this phrase when someone suggests something. To say that's a good idea,
we can say "johayo" (좋아요). If you're traveling and walking all day, and then you finally get to
sit down... "johayo" (좋아요). And once again we can add "igeo" (이거) to the front of the phrase.
This again means "this." So if you're a a teacher, you can point to someone's work and say "igeo
johayo" (이거 좋아요).

And for our last high frequency adjective we can say "jaemiisseoyo" (재미있어요). This means
"fun, and/or interesting." We can use this when we're referring to a movie that we watched, a
book that we read, a class, our trip to the museum, or a night out with some friends. Whenever
you have a good time, or it's fun and/or interesting, we can say "jaemiisseoyo" (재미있어요).

And one way we can modify these adjectives is by saying "jinjja" (진짜) in front of these
adjectives. This means "really." So just like in English we say "really fun" or "really pretty, or
"really good." We can say "jinjja jaemisseoyo" (진짜 재미있어요) "jinjja yeppeoyo" (진짜 예뻐요)
and "jinjja "johayo" (진짜 좋아요). It's usage is just like in English.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
이거 예뻐요. igeo yeppeoyo. This is pretty.
이거 좋아요. igeo johayo. This is good.
이거 재미있어요. igeo jaemiisseoyo. This is fun/interesting.
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Hangul Romanized English

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
이거. igeo. this.
진짜. jinjja. really.
예쁘다 (예뻐요). yeppeuda (yeppeoyo). to be pretty.
좋다 (좋아요). jota (johayo). to be good.
재미있다 (재미있어요). jaemiitda (jaemiisseoyo). to be fun / to be interesting.

QUICK TIP

All of these phrases do not have any subjects. This is because in Korean, it's acceptable to
drop the subject of the sentence. Actually it's acceptable to drop numerous parts of speech in
a sentence. People usually just gather from context to understand what the speaker is talking
about. In this lesson we went over adjectives. These adjectives can all be said alone. This is
because listeners can typically gather from context what they think is being spoken about. If
you're at a circus, and you say "jaemiisseoyo" (재미있어요), the speakers will probably guess
that you're talking about the circus.

QUICK TIP 2

The following are the negative forms of the adjectives given in this lesson.

안 예뻐요. (an yeppeoyo) - It's not pretty.

안 좋아요. (an johayo) - It's not good.

재미없어요 (jaemieopseoyo) - It's not fun/interesting.
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Lesson 57: Business Phrases
부탁 합니다. (butak hamnida.)

LESSON NOTES

If you're working in Korea or if you're going to Korea on a business meeting it's always best to
leave the best impression possible. And theres no better way to leave a good impression, than to
say good morning in Korean!

When you enter your office in the morning, it's quite pleasant to hear "joheun achim-imnida"
(좋은 아침입니다). This was covered in one of our previous lessons "Greetings." But we'll be
going over this phrase again for the sake of review. The first word is "joheun" (좋은) this means
"good." What comes after that is "achim" (아침), which means "morning." And lastly we have
"imnida" (입니다). This means "is." Literally we have "good, morning, is." Very straight forward,
this means "good morning." Once again this phrase is used almost solely at the office place. If
you see the same people every morning, it's acceptable to use this phrase. It can be also used
before entering a business meeting of some kind.

Now another phrase that can be of great use is "butak hamnida" (부탁 합니다). This is a phrase
used all the time in all types of businesses or offices. This phrase is translated as "I ask a favor
from you." In Korean culture, politeness is always well appreciated. In the context of business,
if you ask someone to make a report for you, you can say the phrase, "butak hamnida" (부탁
합니다). Here you're actually asking for a favor, for someone to make a report for you. But to
be polite, you say "butak hamnida" (부탁 합니다). After a lengthy business meeting and an
agreement has been reached with a Korean company, you can say "butak hamnida" (부탁
합니다). The favor your asking here is for the future to be a good relationship, good business,
and all that jazz. You say it at the end to be polite.

The first word of this phrase is "butak" (부탁), which means favor. After that is "hamnida"
(합니다), which means "do." Altogether the phrase literally means "favor, do." This is translated
as "I ask a favor from you" ("I" and "you" are inferred).

Our last phrase is "sugo haesseumnida" (수고 했습니다). This phrase is translated as "you've
worked hard." This phrase is used at the end of the day. When you're leaving the office, or
you've ending a meeting. You can say "sugo hasseumnida" (수고 했습니다). This basically tells
everyone "good job." It's used when you've worked with someone, and the job you've done is
now finished. It tells everyone that you've appreciated their work. The first part of the phrase is
"sugo" (수고), which means "efforts, or troubles." The next word is "hasseumnida" (했습니다).
This is "do" but in the past tense, "did." So literally it means "efforts, did." This is translated as
"you've worked hard" or "good job."
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These phrases will definitely score you some points as politeness is well appreciated. Even if
you've bought out a company, and you add in a "butak hamnida" (부탁 합니다), this gives off
the impression that you're a polite person. If you're the boss and you're working your employees
really hard, and at the end of the day you say "sugo haesseumnida" (수고 했습니다), when
they're leaving the office, it gives off the impression that you're a kind and appreciative boss.
These phrases may not improve business per say, but they will definitely improve how other
people see you. People all over the world would much rather do business with polite people, than
rude. And this is no different in Korea.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
좋은 아침입니다. joheun achim-imnida. Good morning.
부탁 합니다. butak hamnida. I ask a favor from you.
수고 했습니다. sugo haesseumnida. Good job.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
좋다 (좋은). jota (joheun). to be good.
아침. achim. morning.
이다 (입니다). ida (imnida). is.
부탁. butak. favor.
하다 (합니다/했습니다). hada

(hamnida/haesseumnida).
to do.

수고. sugo. efforts, troubles, exertions.

QUICK TIP

If you're ever in a business meeting in Korea, most likely you will be offered a drink at the start
of your meeting. Even if you aren't thirsty, it's correct etiquette to accept the drink. Turning the
drink down is not necessarily a sign of rudeness. But accepting the drink and not drinking it is
much better than refusing it outright. This is because you are letting the other party be hospitable.
Refusing hospitality can be seen as impolite and unappreciative.
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Lesson 58: Exchanging Contact Information
이메일 주소는 뭐에요? (imeil juso-neun mwo-eyo?)

LESSON NOTES

When you're in Korea, hopefully you'll make tons of great friends. Koreans are generally very
good at keeping in touch with friends. A lot of Koreans even keep in touch with elementary
school friends! So hopefully you'll make some life long friends during your trip to Korea. But to do
that, you'll need to get their contact information.

So let's start by asking for their e-mail address. Korea is one of the most internet-savy places in
the world, so e-mail is probably the best way to keep in touch. "What's your e-mail address?" in
Korean is "imeil juso-neun mwo-eyo?" (이메일 주소는 뭐에요?). The first part "imeil" (이메일),
as you've probably guessed, is "e-mail." What comes after that is "juso" (주소), which means
"address." This is immediately followed by "neun" (는), a topic marking particle. The last part of
the phrase starts with "mwo" (뭐). This means "what." And lastly is "eyo" (에요), which means
"is." So literally the phrase we have is "e-mail, address, what, is." This is translated as "What is
your e-mail address."

Maybe some of you prefer the traditional way of keeping in touch. Sending packages, post cards,
and letters can be very personal. So let's ask what their home address is. This phrase in Korean
is "jip juseo-neun mwo-eyo?" (집 주소는 뭐에요?). This phrase is almost identical to the first
phrase, but the only difference is we've replaced "i-meil" (이메일) with "jip" (집). In English, this
means we replaced "E-mail" with "home." So literally the phrase we have is "home, address,
what, is." This is translated as "What is your home address?"

Lastly there's no better way to say "How are you?" Than to talk directly with your friend. So
let's go over, "What's your phone number?" This in Korean is "jeonhwabeonho-ga mwo-eyo"
(전화번호가 뭐에요?). The first word is "jeonhwa" (전화), which means "phone." The next part of
the phrase is "beonho" (번호), which means "number." And this is immediately followed by "ga,"
the subject marking particle. Lastly we have "mwo-eyo" (뭐에요), which once again means "what,
is." Literally the phrase is "phone, number, what, is ."

If you want to know anything else you can simply say "(something) mwo-eyo?" This is literally
"(something), what, is?"

Koreans take their friendships seriously, and always make sure to keep in contact with much
prudence. Many Koreans will take the initiative and be the ones e-mailing, calling, writing. Of
course it's a matter of individuals, but in my experience, I've seen many Koreans always putting
in the effort to keep in touch with friends that are far away. I kept in touch with a very good friend
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of mine through MSN messenger. We met only a couple of times, 3 or 4 times in the span of a
summer. But we kept e-mailing and chatting online. And before I knew it, we became pretty good
friends. Hopefully, you'll have a chance to do the same.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
이메일 주소는 뭐에요? imeil juso-neun mwo-eyo? What's your e-mail address?
집 주소는 뭐에요? jip juso-neun mwo-eyo? What's your home address?
전화번호는 뭐에요? jeonhwabeonho-neun

mwo-eyo?
What's your phone number?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
이메일. imeil. e-mail.
주소. juso. address.
뭐. mwo. what.
이다 (에요). ida (eyo). to be (is).
집. jip. home.
전화. jeonhwa. phone.
번호. beonho. number.

QUICK TIP

The best way to keep in touch with Koreans is the internet. Everyone uses the internet in Korea.
So getting their e-mail addresses can be quite vital to a lasting friendship. However, chatting
is also a popular way to keep in touch. There are a number of instant messaging programs
used in Korea. MSN Messenger was quite popular before. But the last couple of years, Nateon
Messenger has surpassed MSN as the number one instant messaging program in South Korea.
Nateon Messenger is geared towards Koreans, and is not really known internationally. Many
Koreans will have both an MSN Messenger ID as well as a Nateon Messenger ID.

For more on NateOn, visit their website, or for English, click here.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 59: Service (Free Stuff!)
서비스 주세요! (seobiseu juseyo!)

LESSON NOTES

When in Korea, you may find yourself at a bar or restaurant quite often. The food is good, the
drinks are cheap, and you're having an overall good time. If you run out of money, however,
you're night may end. In today's lesson we'll go over a phrase that may extend your night by one
more drink!

When at a bar or restuarnt in Korea, there's a phrase that may be used to obtain free things.
Whether it be a free snack or a free drink, you have the ability to ask for it! Asking never hurts.
And as everyone loves free things, you'll want to learn today's phrase!

Today's phrase is "seobiseu juseyo" (서비스 주세요). The first word of the phrase is "seobiseu"
(서비스). This word is taken from the English word "service." The word has evolved from the
English meaning to mean something that is usually paid for, but is free. We'll get into a little more
detail soon. The second half of the phrase is "juseyo" (주세요), which means "give" or "please."
In this context the meaning is closer to "give." So literally we have "service, give." I guess it can
be interpreted as "give me something for free."

"Seobiseu" (서비스) in Korean has evolved from it's English counterpart, "service." It's evolved
to mean something that is free. This is typically heard in bars and restaurants. It may be a bit
difficult to come across in other places of businesses, such as clothing stores, electronic shops,
and department stores. For some reason bar owners are more willing to give free alcohol than
store owners are willing to give their merchandise for free. My guess is, more alcohol = more
spending. There are a number of different ways to improve your chances of receiving "seobiseu"
(서비스) as well. Check out quicktips 1 for more on that!

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
서비스 주세요. seobiseu juseyo. Give me free (food, drinks,

merchandise).
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VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
서비스. seobiseu. free (food, drinks,

merchandise).
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). to give.

QUICK TIP

There are several methods in which you can elicit a business to give you "service." One of
the things is to get close with the staff or the owner. If you're a regular customer and you get
chummy with the staff or owner of the business, they will be more likely to give you free things.
Another way to elicit free items is to come into the business with tons of people. The more money
you spend, the higher your chances of receiving service. The logic behind this is because the
more people see that the business is willing to provide "service," the more other people will know
about the business through their friends. And the last method is a guaranteed way to get free
things. If the staff has messed something up. If they messed up your order, spilled coffee on
your shirt, or just simply forgot to bring you your food and or drinks, you can ask for service. If
they don't do their job properly, it's almost understood that they are supposed to give you some
service. They just may need a little eliciting.

QUICK TIP 2

Chain restaurants, stores and less willing to give free items. They do it on occasion, especially
if they don't do their job properly. But the best places to go for this is small businesses. This is
because their customer base is quite small. They believe that if they give some service, that the
customers will come back again, thus improving business.
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Lesson 60: Congratulations!
축하합니다! (chukhahamnida!)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson, we'll go over a phrase for any joyous occasion. Whether it be a graduation,
a wedding, a college acceptance letter, or maybe even something as simple as a birthday. If
there's any reason to celebrate, there's reason to say "Congratulations."

In today's lesson, we'll go over a phrase that can be used anytime there's reason to celebrate. If
you're friend got into college, your sister just had a new baby, you're father just published a book,
you're professor got engaged, or maybe you've finished all 60 lessons of these survival phrases.
What do these events all have in common? All of these occasions call for the song, "Celebrate
good times come'on!" Just kidding. Times like these call for the phrase "chukhahamnida"
(축하합니다), or in English, "Congratulations." The first half of this phrase "chukha" (축하)
means "congratulations," or "celebrations." The second half of the phrase "hamnida" (합니다),
literally means "do." So the phrase literally means "celebrations, do." When translated, it means
"Congratulations."

In English, we tend to say "Happy Birthday" for someone's birthday. In Korean, we use
"Congratulations." Actually, we don't just say it, we sing it! "Saengil chukhahamnida, saengil
chukhahamida." The first part of this is "saengil" (생일), which means "birthday." And the second
half of this, as we mentioned means "Congratulations." What this literally means is "birthday,
congratulations."

Now as age is an important role in Korean society, there's something that should be addressed.
Everyone in Korea says they are one year older than they actually are. That's because they
count the 9 months you were in your mother's womb to be 1 year of your life. So if you're 25, in
Korea you'll be 26. This is called Korean age.

Also, people tend to group themselves according to age, and the year they were born. So if you
were born in 1978. Everyone will consider you part of that group. So many times people will ask
you what year you were born, instead of what age you are.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
생일 축하합니다. saengil chukhahamnida. Happy birthday.
축하하다 (축하합니다). chukhahada

(chukhahamnida).
to congratulate
(congratulations).
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QUICK TIP

When telling your age, it's best to tell people what year you were born. This is what they are
really asking for. This is so that they can group you into that year. From there they can find
out how much older or younger you are than them. Even if you are 2 or 3 months older than a
person, but born in a different year, they will still consider you a year older. This is because of the
group centered mentality that everyone has. Everyone belongs to the year they are born.
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Survival Phrases - Korean (Part 2 end)

Hold on! You may be missing out!

Learn more Korean at KoreanClass101.com for FREE!

Get your FREE Lifetime Account at

www.KoreanClass101.com/survival2 now!

Learn twice as much, twice as fast with Survival

Phrases - Korean and KoreanClass101.com together!

In fact, most people who learn with Survival

Phrases - Korean become members of KoreanClass101.com.

It's FREE to join, and you'll get a special KoreanClass101.com member only training guide: 10
Best Ways to Learn Spanish Fast.

So what are you waiting for?

Click here to get your FREE Lifetime Account in less than a minute!

Need to learn another language for travel, business, or personal reasons?

Survival Phrases is available in more than 14 languages. The perfect series for mastering the
basics. Visit SurvivalPhrases.com to learn more about our languages.

Finally, thank you again!

If you have a story to share about how Survival Phrases - Spanish helped you with your travels,
business, or personal relationships, we would love to hear about it!

Please e-mail us contactus@survivalphrases.com

http://www.survivalphrases.com
http://www.KoreanClass101.com/survival2
http://www.KoreanClass101.com/survival2
http://www.survivalphrases.com/
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